
RESUME © 
Return to work programmes for parents and carers

Helping organisations to re-engage talented 
individuals returning to work after a career break



Return to Work Coaching

Thousands of high performers make the huge decision to step off the career ladder to 
take up the important role of child or family carer. For many, trying to balance a ‘full on 
work role’ with a ‘full on home role’ is impossible. However, a number of years later, 
this group of highly intelligent, well educated individuals are ready to return and they 
face a difficult and uncertain path to re-join the corporate workforce. 

This results in a virtually untapped pool of talent, which with the right encouragement 
support and navigation, are able to resume their careers, and bring back with them a 
strong skill set, a proven work record, a broad perspective and unquestionable reliability.

Our Programmes
Help organisations to:

n	 Reach out directly to this untapped talent pool of high performing individuals
n	 Recruit from a group known to be highly engaged in their new career opportunity
n	 Ensure these recruits are supported in the early days to deliver successfully
n	 Balance the new thinking  of more recently developed talent with the wisdom of
 more experienced thinkers 
n	 Contribute to corporate social responsibility goals
n	 Meet diversity aims

Help participants to:

n	 Recognise the enhanced value of the broader perspective they have from outside 
 of the workplace
n	 Identify the strengths they bring back and how they can apply them
n	 Develop resilience and manage vulnerability
n	 Feel better prepared and confident to return to work
n	 Set a vision and action plan for their return



Re-recruiting Talent

We run a high profile conference which positions organisations as employers of choice 
for diverse talent which can be designed to provide you with the option for direct 
appointments, return to work placements, purely focus on your CSR or give you a 
combination of all three. The conference is a blend of ECC and in house presentations 
offering both inspiring and practical  advice  to build knowledge,  skills and confidence. 

The  conference  can be designed to include a range of coaching workshops or these 
can follow a few days later for a smaller group of potential candidates.

The Conference
Offers participants sessions on the  
current thinking for careers and how to 
remain career resilient in today’s world. 

It includes  practical tips and advice on CV ‘s 
and interviews and internal presentations 
covering topics from the strategic outlook  
to ‘tech tips’ for returners. Participants 
are introduced to key organisational 
contacts encouraged to network and are 
offered the chance to ask questions to a 
panel of recent returners via a lively Q and                      
A session.

Coaching Workshops
Cover specific topics such as:

n	 Rediscovering  strengths 
 and confidence
n	 Mastering online and in-person  
 networking
n	 Creating an elevator pitch
n	 Readiness to return
n	 Skills for career resilience



On-boarding Returners

For the individuals you select to join your organisation, re-induction into the working 
environment is key to success. They will possibly feel daunted by taking on a new role 
at work and managing their home life, their confidence can be fragile as they build up 
a new track record and they may be out of practise in certain skills.

ECC works alongside the internal team, bringing our experience gained from working 
with over 7,000 returners, to support individuals at this critical time.

Group Induction Event
Using our understanding of the individual’s journey and expertise in the neuroscience of 
performance, we compliment the in-house induction content with focussed skills and 
personal development. These are designed to quickly build confidence, resourcefulness 
and resilience to enable individuals to hit the ground running.

Topics include personal leadership, managing stakeholder expectations and preparing 
those at home for the transition  -  a topic which can make or break a successful return.

Group Coaching Support
Organisations may also choose to support returners beyond the induction itself with 
small group coaching sessions at regular intervals during the first  3-6 months of return.

These are generally 2 hour sessions and the agenda is driven by participants with the 
ECC coach providing opportunity to share successes, learns and tips and facilitating 
group problem solving.



On-boarding Returners
Individual Executive Coaching – The First 90 days
As an alternative to group coaching , this tailored, personal 1:1 process creates a safe 
confidential space for individuals to tap into to their previous knowledge, skills,  and 
confidence and bring them to the forefront.

Returners are both supported and challenged during  coaching so that they are well 
prepared, proactive and focussed, to ensure their return to work is a big success on 
all counts.

This is typically a three session programme with one session immediately before or 
within the first few days of return, another a month after and a final one three months 
after return.

The programme includes an initial session with the line manager to discuss how they 
can best support and communicate with their returner, and what pressure points to 
look out for during their transition back to work.

Returner Session one
Preparing to return

n	 Preparing  emotionally

n	 Managing logistics 

n	 Building confidence  
 and identifying core  
 strengths 

n	 Hitting the ground  
 running

Returner Session two
Building on successes

n	 Reviewing initial wins  
 and setbacks

n	 Playing to strengths

n	 Balancing 
 responsibilities

n	 Creating goals &   
 personal objectives

Returner Sessions three
Planning the future

n	 Dealing with challenges

n	 Focusing priorities

n	 Balancing &   
 maintaining equilibrium

n	 Developing your profile

n	 Action planning
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What People Say About Resume©

The programme opened my eyes to the possibilities.  Before the workshops I 
had assumed that a return to auditing would be the obvious career path for 
me - afterwards I recognised that I could use the skills and knowledge that I 
had acquired in many other roles.
Corporate Audit, International Bank

Coaching sessions have been invaluable in managing my own expectations in 
terms of the rollercoaster nature of how you can feel on a daily basis. Support 
from my intake, individuals, old and new, has been invaluable.
Returnship participant, Global Law Firm

The team is a pleasure to work with, consistently bringing expert advice and 
guidance, energy and professionalism to the partnership.
Diversity and Inclusion Executive, Investment Bank

ECC are very effective at helping returners set the course for navigating a return 
to work. Once the decision is taken to resume a career, the way forward can be 
daunting. The coaches did a fantastic job of helping us to define meaningful, 
actionable steps. They also provided us with the tools for identifying and 
addressing some of the softer issues and challenges returners may face and 
showed us how they can be approached with honesty, grace and humour.
Participant, International Bank

Who we are
ECC launched in 1994 as one of the first dedicated executive coaching providers. We 
work alongside market-leading organisations at different points of the career journey to 
improve  talent acquisition, retention and diversity strategies. We have deep expertise in 
supporting parents careers, having coached over 7,000 individuals and their managers 
through this key stage.  We work both nationally and internationally,  tailoring content 
through our understanding of local markets. Our highly experienced accredited  coach 
team bring  both professionalism and a passion for developing  talent.

If you are interested in discussing the Resume© further please contact us at: 
ecc.team@executive-coaching.co.uk 

Or email our Client Administration Manager - Holly Olive: 
Holly@executive-coaching.co.uk


